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Blood clotting is a critical step during 
the metastatic dissemination of malignant 
cells, as it protects them from the cyto-
toxic activity of circulating immune cells.1 
In addition, thrombi have been shown 
to support the epithelial-mesenchymal 
transition, promote the transmigration, 
and sustain the colony-forming activ-
ity of blood-borne cancer cells.2-4 In line 
with this notion, the metastatic poten-
tial of several tumors is strongly reduced 
in transgenic mice that exhibit defects in 
blood coagulation or platelet activation.1 
Interestingly, the formation of thrombi 
has been shown to specifically support 
the metastatic colonization of lungs but 
has no apparent effects on the dissemi-
nation of malignant cells to the liver.5 
This difference could originate from the 
specialized structure of pulmonary blood 
vessels, which, unlike their hepatic coun-
terparts, are lined with a tight layer of 
endothelium to avoid fluid leakage into 
the alveolar space.6,7 Thus, the metastatic 
colonization of the lungs depends on spe-
cific factors that induce the retraction of 
the endothelium and promote cancer cell 
extravasation, such as angiopoietin-like 4 
(ANGPTL4).7 Interestingly, the forma-
tion of clots around blood-borne cancer 
cells serves a similar purpose, mediating 
endothelial retraction through platelet-
secreted ATP.4 Additional clot compo-
nents, such as fibrin and fibronectin, have 

been shown to promote the activation of 
integrins, causing malignant cells to gen-
erate long, axon-like invadopodia as a 
means to penetrate the clot and navigate 
the narrow inter-endothelial spaces of the 
pulmonary vasculature.5

To follow up on the question whether 
clot formation is relevant for the meta-
static colonization of the lungs, we focused 
on renal cell carcinoma (RCC) and soft 
tissue sarcoma (STS), mostly because 
these 2 tumor types are known to metas-
tasize predominantly to the lung.8 Upon 
intravenous injection into mice, RCC and 
STS cells lodge into the lung vasculature, 
where they become surrounded by fibrin. 
This mechanism is important for lung 
colonization because co-injecting the anti-
coagulant hirudin significantly reduced 
experimental lung invasion by STS cells. 
To further analyze the role of blood clot-
ting in lung metastasis, we embedded a 
panel of RCC and STS cell lines into a 
3 dimensional matrix of clotted plasma, 
side by side with malignant cell lines 
that predominantly metastasize to other 
organs such as the liver or bone (i.e., mela-
noma, breast, prostate, and pancreatic 
cancer cells). Inspection by phase contrast 
microscopy revealed a stark difference in 
cell morphology: while clot-embedded 
RCC and STS cells developed a spread 
phenotype with extensive invadopodia, 
the overwhelming majority of melanoma, 

breast, prostate, and pancreatic cancer 
cells maintained their initial, roundish 
shape. This discrepancy in invadopodia 
formation was not due to a general inabil-
ity to invade tissues, as a majority of non-
clot invasive tumor cells display a normal 
metastatic potential. Moreover, the capac-
ity of RCC and STS cells to generate inva-
dopodia proved to be specific for clotted 
plasma or its main component fibrin, both 
of which were much more permissive for 
cell spreading than matrigel.

Studying transgenic mice lacking 
plasma fibronectin, we have recently dem-
onstrated that fibrin-fibronectin com-
plexes promote the activation of integrin 
αvβ3 and that this mechanism correlates 
with clot invasion and lung metastasis.5 
While plasma fibronectin was not neces-
sary for RCC and STS cells to generate 
invadopodia in fibrin, we found that these 
cells expressed a constitutively active form 
of integrin αvβ3 and that knocking down 
the β3 subunit markedly reduced invado-
podia formation, fibrin invasion, as well 
as lung colonization. To further elucidate 
the function of integrin αvβ3 in this set-
ting, we tested fibronectin matrix forma-
tion, which has been shown to depend on 
integrin activation.9 We detected elaborate 
fibronectin meshworks in STS and RCC 
cells, whereas non-clot invasive cell lines as 
well as RCC cells depleted of integrin β3 
by RNA interference lacked the capacity 
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Blood clotting specifically supports the metastatic dissemination of malignant cells to the lung. we have recently dem-
onstrated that 2 tumor types that are prone to form lung metastases, renal cell carcinoma and soft tissue sarcoma, share 
specific adhesive mechanisms that support the invasion and colonization of blood clots in the pulmonary vasculature.
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to form a fibronectin matrix. The inter-
action between integrin β3 and fibronec-
tin, in turn, turned out to be critical for 
the formation of stress fibers, suggesting 
that the binding of integrin αvβ3 to fibrin 
alone does not provide the tensile strength 
to sustain actomyosin contraction. The 
formation of stress fibers is a prerequisite 
for the maturation of focal adhesions, large 

signaling hubs that promote cell invasion, 
survival and proliferation.10 In line with 
this notion, we demonstrated that both 
integrin β3 and fibronectin are necessary 
for invadopodia and colony formation by 
cancer cells in fibrin. Moreover, we found 
that integrin αvβ3 and fibronectin coop-
erate in maintaining high expression levels 
of snail family zinc finger 2 (SNAI2, best 

known as SLUG), which is relevant for 
invadopodia formation in vitro and lung 
colonization in vivo.

Together, our data define a mecha-
nism that could explain the propensity of 
RCC and STS cells for lung colonization 
(Fig. 1). This mechanism is based on the 
specialized interaction of these cells with 
blood clot and depends on activated inte-
grin αvβ3 as well as fibronectin, which 
together support the formation of stress 
fibers and the expression of SLUG. In 
turn, SLUG promotes clot invasion and 
metastatic dissemination into the lung. 
Interestingly, this model is also opera-
tional in a clinical setting. Indeed, SLUG 
expression, clot invasion and fibronectin 
matrix formation are hallmarks of pri-
mary cancer cells from RCC patients with 
lung metastases. Taken together, our data 
indicate that SLUG is a marker for meta-
static RCC. Moreover, they suggest that 
inhibiting fibrin or stress fiber formation 
could represent a valuable strategy for the 
prevention and treatment of metastatic 
RCC and STS.
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Figure 1. role of integrin αvβ3 in lung colonization by cancer cells. activated integrin αvβ3 on 
renal cell carcinoma (rCC) and soft tissue sarcoma (sTs) cells facilitates their binding to blood 
clots. This in turn sustains the formation of invadopodia along with the assembly of an elaborate 
fibronectin (FN) matrix, the formation of actin stress fibers and upregulation of snail family zinc 
finger 2 (sNaI2), best known as sLuG. altogether, these factors contribute to the metastatic colo-
nization of the lung by malignant cells.
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